DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTRE
BERHAMPUR UNIVERSITY: BHANJA BIHAR: BERHAMPUR-760007

No.______________/DEC/PG/BU/15                                      Date: ______________
From: The Addl. Director, DEC                                      En. No. _____________
       Berhampur University
To: Conduct of M.Sc. Zoology Part-II Contact Programme 2015-16.

This is to inform you that the M.Sc. Zoology Part-II Contact Programme 2015-16 shall be held from **18.12.2015 to 24.01.2016** in the Department of Zoology, Berhampur University, Bhanja Bihar from **8.00 A.M. to 6.00 P.M. (Both theory and Practical classes)**

Attendance of 75% of contact classes is a must being pre-requisite for the purpose of entertaining your Final Application Form for Part-II Examinations, 2016. You are therefore advised to attend the classes accordingly to enrich your academic depth over the respective papers of the course.

A set of Final Application Form is also sent herewith for the M.Sc. Zoology Part-II examinations, 2016. You are required to submit the same duly filled in with passport size photographs affixing at the space provided along with a copy of Part-I Examination admit card/Permission letter and 3 Nos. of self addressed envelopes (un stamped) which should reach the undersigned by **24.01.2016** failing which, you will not be allowed to sit in the said examination as per University rules.

Wish you for a fruitful academic deliberation during the Contact Programme.

Encl: As above

Addl. Director (DEC)
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